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This thesis was conducted to analyze certain factors effecting
first-term attrition from U.S. Naval ships. The Survival Tracking File
(STF) was used as the primary data source, and from it files were con-
structed that permitted three areas of study. First, the overall cohort
of a year's worth of first term enlistees was examined. The survival
curve for the cohort was generated and individual monthly cohorts were
examined for attrition patterns. Secondly, overall attrition percentages
were calculated for individual ships and for classes of ships and these
attrition percentages were then examined for differences using statistical
techniques. An ANOVA model using transformed data proved accurate in
explaining attrition variance. Lastly, a comparison between attrition
per month and underway hours per month was made for classes of ships and
for individual ships of three specific classes. A rough relationship was
observed, for certain classes of ships, between peaks of high underway
hours and peaks of attrition. In looking at individual aircraft carriers,
the attrition percentage seemed to be inversely proportional to underway
hours per month. Several of these findings warrant further investigation
so that the Navy may more fully understand it attrition problem and
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One problem in the Navy is that approximately 33 percent of Non-Prior
Service (NPS) males recruited into the Naval Service in 1973 did not
make it through their first enlistment [Ref. 1]. This was part of a
spiraling trend in which Navy attrition rates for first-term non-prior
service male recruits increased from 30 percent in 1971 to over 40
percent in 1977 [Ref. 2]. When one stops to consider that the cost of
recruiting just one of the 36,000 men recruited in 1977 was between
$1,700.00 and $2,220.00 [Ref. 3], the loss of 33 percent of these men
resulted in the waste of over 55 million dollars in recruiting costs
alone. When the costs of training, pay and allowances, transportation,
dependent benefits, medical services, etc., are added to the cost of
recruiting, the monetary cost to the Navy, when a man fails to complete
his enlistment term, is astronomical. A high attrition rate is damaging
to the Navy in other ways also.
The Navy is critically short of manpower, especially for certain
seagoing billets. It cannot hope to alleviate this shortage when it
loses a third of the people it recruits. This shortage of manpower is
not a problem that shows promise of an early solution. Despite a downward
trend in planned manning levels, recruiters have been pressed to meet
accession goals [Ref. 4, 5]. In addition, the pool of recruitable personnel
is projected to decrease from 15 to 20 percent during the 1980's.
In contrast, an increase in Naval strength and missions is assured with
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the new administration's commitment to improving the United States'
defense posture. The very real possibility of a 600-ship navy brings
with it a staggering manpower requirement. Where the Navy will be able
to get this manpower remains to be answered, but lessening the problem of
attrition is one avenue. Reducing attrition increases the supply of^
manpower that is already trained and initiated into the Navy.
Recent attrition studies indicate that the first term attrition rate
may be stabilizing at somewhere between 26 and 30 percent [Ref. 4].
The Navy, however, is going to have difficulty competing for eligible
recruits to begin with [Ref, 6], and can hardly afford to lose. over
one quarter of those it does manage to recruit.
B. BACKGROUND
The problem of attrition has been recognized in the upper levels of
management in the Navy and Defense. Many varied and innovative methods
have been developed to attempt to alleviate this problem.
Screening of new recruits has been occurring for as long as the Navy
has been operating and entails attempting to predict and screen out those
individuals who have an unacceptably high probability of attrition during
a first enlistment. Some of the screening methods that have been used
are described in the following paragraphs.
In 1973, the Odds for Effectiveness - 1 (0FE-1) tables were placed in
use in an attempt to use four predictor variables as indicators of
attrition potential. The four predictor variables were: (1) an aptitude
test score, the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT), (2) years of
education completed, (3) number of expulsions or suspensions from school,
and (4) number of arrests [Ref. 7']. Recruiters found 0FE-1 difficult to
12

use because of the increasing problem of obtaining arrest information due
to the privacy act. The Naval Personnel Research and Development Center
formulated a revised OFE table, OFE-2, which did not include the number
of arrests as a predictor variable. OFE-2 was formally implemented in
October 1975 [Ref. 8]. A new screening table involving different pre-
dictor variables was developed by Robert F. Lockman of the Center for
Naval Analysis (CNA) in 1976. The following predictor variables were used
in Lockman's model: (1) race—majority and minority, (2) mental group
determined using the AFQT, (3) age at entry, (4) dependent status, and (5)
years of education [Ref. 9]. Other preservice predictor variables were
examined by Lockman and found not to be statistically significant in
predicting attrition and hence were left out of his SCREEN (Success
Chances for Recruits Entering the Navy) table.
Other studies have begun to investigate early-service variables and
to evaluate their effect on attrition. J. S. Thomason of CNA looked at
the effects of recruit training camp and first duty station assignment as
well as the preservice characteristics investigated by Lockman [Ref. 1]
.
In addition, Smith and Kendall (1980) looked at A-School training •
and early service characteristics in their study of a voluntary out
2
program. These studies showed that early-service or post-recruitment
variables such as "boot" camp location and first duty station assignment
had a significant effect on first term attrition. Both Smith and Kendall
A-schools are Navy schools designed to give rudimentary training
to new personnel in specific technical and skill-oriented Navy ratings.
2
The Voluntary Out Program II (Vol. Out II) was an experiment
to determine the effects on performance and attrition of allowing recruits
to leave the Naval Service upon request, subject to certain requirements.
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and Butcher (1980) noted lower first term attrition for those recruits
assigned to sea duty versus those assigned to shore duty.
Other initiatives have also been taken to attempt to reduce first
term attrition. Among them are raised discharge standards to make
administrative discharges more difficult [Ref. 5], and programs like the
Behavioral Skills Training Program (BEST) [Ref. 10]. At the Navy's
Recruit Training Centers (RTCs), Special Training Divisions (STDs) have been
in place for some time. In addition to units that are designed to offer
remedial training to recruits deficient in academic, military, or physical
training, or to hold recruits with medical problems or awaiting reassign-
ment, the STD has another purpose. Through the Positive Motivation Unit
(PMU), using individual counseling, training, evaluation, and processing,
the Navy attempts to motivate recruits toward a successful enlistment
term. It can be concluded that the Navy is endeavoring to reduce
attrition in basic training [Ref. 11].
C. PURPOSE
A great deal of effort is and has been expended on determining the
causes of attrition and in developing methods for reducing it. The
majority of this research has concentrated on traditional individual and
demographic data and on service versus civilian pay opportunities. Only
recently has effort been expended in the areas of post recruitment
organizational factors [Ref. 4, 1, 12], and on dynamic factors such as
working conditions, organizational experiences and supervisory practices
[Ref. 13]. To understand and ultimately reduce attrition, one must first
discover what factors affect it and where it occurs. It is the purpose
of this thesis to look at some of factors which might affect attrition
14

and to determine if, in fact, there is room for further study
using these factors.
Considerable informal debate occured concerning the effect on
attrition and retention of the following factors: sea duty, ship class,
individual (intra class) ship differences, ship deployment schedules,
sea/shore rotation, commanding officers, command climate (leadership),
and individual ship retention efforts. Most people agree that these
factors affect attrition, but no effort has apparently been made to
determine how or if they really do impact attrition, and if they do
impact attrition, to what extent.
This thesis will examine a few of these factors in an effort to
determine if these factors have any effect on attrition. First, it will
examine the Survival Tracking File (STF) cohort which is used as the
primary data input for this study. The STS cohort is described in the
next chapter. This examination will yield an overall view of how the
cohort behaves. The thesis will examine next the overall, first term
attrition figures for various ships of the same class for a specific
period, and will also examine attrition rates for different classes of
ships over the same period in an attempt to determine if class of ship,
or hull number within a class, have an impact on attrition. Finally, an
attempt will be made to comoare attrition histories per month for selected
ships and ship classes over time, to underway hours for the same ships
and classes ever the same period. This will be a very rough attempt to





A. SHIP DATA BANK
A Ship Data Bank was prepared by LCDR D. Gardner at the Nava"! Post-
graduate School in 1980. He started with a Unit Identification Code
(UIC) tape supplied by NMPC-47 (Navy Military Personnel Command, Code
47). The UIC tape contained the UIC, hull number, name, homeoort, and
type activity code (TAC) for every activity in the Navy, both ships and
shore stations. LCDR Gardner then produced punch cards containing the
data from the tape for each ship in the fleet and added additional data
pertaining to the ship type, class, sub-class, size (based on personnel),
age (based on commissioning date), engineering plant, nuclear capable
status, homeport location, and active or reserve status [Ref. 4]. A
description of the data found in the SHIP DATA BANK FILE is found in
Appendix B.
B. ENLISTED SURVIVAL TRACKING FILE
The Enlisted Survival Tracking file (STF) produced by the Naval
Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) was used as the basic
data cohort for this research. The portion of the STF accessed for this
study was received from NMPC-164 (Mr. Kenneth Gay). This cohort was
defined by the following characteristics:
1. First term Navy enlistees.
2. Term of enlistment from three to six years.
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3. Active duty start date from the beginning of the fourth quarter
of fiscal year 1977 (1 July 1977) through the end of the third
quarter of fiscal year 1978 (30 June 1978).
4. STF was updated through the end of the first quarter of fiscal
year 1981 (30 December 1980).
Development of the STF was initiated by the Bureau of Naval Personnel
in 1975. In 1977, NPRDC and Pers 35-b (now NMPC-164), collaborated to
complete development of the data base. The STF consists of two separate
collections of records. Only the first, the longitudinal STF (STF-L), was
utilized for this research effort. It consists of a 120-character field
length record which represents the status of each individual at quarterly
intervals. The data utilized in the construction of the file are derived
from the end-of-quarter Enlisted Master Record (EMR) files and the
quarterly audit trail file, both of which are routinely prepared by
NMPC-165. The STF-L file contains records commencing with the fourth
quarter of fiscal year 1977, and contains a complete longitudinal descrip-
tion for those personnel who enlisted in that calendar quarter or later.
For individuals enlisting prior to that time, data are available only
from that date (quarter four, FY 77) forward. A completely new record is
generated for a person who has a status change during any quarter on one
or more variables. An individual could conceivably have a record for
each calendar quarter of service. If no change occurs in a quarter, the
quarter count variable is incremented indicating the number of calendar
quarters the record has remained unchanged. A complete listing of the
STF-L data elements is located in Appendix A [Ref. 14].
17

C. FLEET STEAMING HOURS REPORT DATA
Each month, all U.S. Navy fleet units are required to submit a
Fleet Steaming Hours message report to the Navy Maintenance Support
Office. This report contains, among other thing, the number of hours the
ship has spent steaming underway. This information was used to develop
an underway profile for each ship of interest for the period under study.
A complete lising of the information available on this tape is contained
in Appendix C. The period covered on this tape is four years from
January 1977 through December 1980 and contains the information described
in Appendic C for all U.S. Naval ships, both active and reserve, which
were commissioned during this time. This data tape was obtained from
the Commanding Officer, Naval Material Support Office, P.O. Box 2010,
Attn: Mr. Larry Giese (Code 022), Mechanicsburg, PA 17055. Updates of
this tape can be obtained by contacting Mr. Giese.
18

III. METHODOLOGY AND DATA MANIPULATION
A. SHIP CLASS UNIT IDENTIFICATION CODE FILE
For this paper, a Ship Class Unit Identification Code File was
developed from the Ship Data Bank File prepared by LCDR Gardner for his
thesis at the Naval Postgraduate School. Beginning with the Ship Data
Bank File (see Appendix B), the file was edited to group all ships by
class. The ships were then sorted by class, subclass, hull number, and
Unit Identification Code (UIC) and all reserve ships were included. This
resulted in a total of 554 U.S. Naval ships broken down into 39 classes
as per Appendix D. This file includes both blue and gold ballistic
missile (nuclear) submarine (SSSN) crews as separate ship UIC s and some
ships that have since been decommissioned. It includes both active and
reserve commissioned ships. The ships were then sequentially numbered
from 100 to 654 to aid in Statistical Analysis System (SAS) use later. A
complete listing of the Ship Class Unit Identification Code File can be
found in Appendix E.
B. SURVIVAL TRACKING FILE MODIFICATION
The Survival Tracking File (STF) described in the Data section of
this thesis was modified in several ways to facilitate its use. FORTRAN
computer language programs were written to read desired fields, to




1. Merge Program for Study of Overall Attrition Percentage for
Ships and Classes of Ships
The FORTRAN program CARLMRG4 was written to read the basic
Survival Tracking File (STF) and write a file from which overall attrition
percentages for individual ships and classes of ships could be calculated.
Appendix A describes the basic STF file variables from which were chosen
certain variables pertinant to this study. Table 1 shows the variables
of interest that were identified from the STF for use on this research
project and prepared for merging with the Ship Class Unit Identification
Code File described in Section A above.
The FORTRAN program CARLMRG4 operated in the following manner:
all the ships records were read in from the Ship Class Unit Identification
Code File (SCUIC). Then all the records of interest for the first person
by Social Security Number (SSN) were read in from the STF. The UIC's of
the first record were then checked to see if they contained any of
the ship UIC's listed on the Ship Class UIC file. When a match was
found, only the last record of an individual with a SHIP UIC was saved.
This eliminated information from previous quarters which was not needed.
This process continued until all of the UIC's that the first person
served on were checked to see if they matched any of the UIC's of ships
in the SCUIC. Then the saved records were written into a file along with
the ship data information for the particular UIC from the Ship Class Unit
Identification Code File. Now, a new record was read in by SSN and its
UIC's were checked for ships of the SCUIC. This process continued until
all of the records in the STF had been processed. The merged file now
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of the ships listed in the Ships Class Unit Identification Code File.
This one line record contained information about the individual (see
Table 1), and information about the ships he served on (see Appendix B).
Appendix F is a complete listing of the FORTRAN program used to merge the
files as described in the preceding sentences. It should be noted that a
record was written for every ship on which the individual served. This
was the only way to ascertain how many of our STF cohort served on a
particular ship so that this number could be compared to how many of our
STF cohort attrited while serving on this ship. The construction of the
STF and the data contained on it precluded other possibly more useful
ways of calculating an attrition percentage. These other ways of calcu-
lation and ways to achieve them will be discussed later.
2. Merge Program for Study of Attrition Over Time
A different set of information was needed from the STF in order
to study attrition over time. A data set was desired that would contain
the information necessary to allow a study of attrition oyer time for the
entire cohort, and attrition over time for smaller cohorts based on the
individuals' entering month, and attrition over time for ships and
classes of ships. Appendix G and Appendix H contain listings of FORTRAN
programs CARLMRG7 and CARLUIC. These programs created the needed data
set in the following manner. The program CARLMRG7 read in from the STF
by Social Security Number (SSN) all the records for an individual. Then a
subroutine scanned these records, reading the Current Enlistment Date
(CED) (See Appendix A) and Loss Date of Occurrence fields. The CED was
transformed into a variable called COHORT, corresponding to the month
from one to 43 in which this individual began his enlistment. A cohort
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value of one meant the individual began his enlistment in June of 1977; a
cohort value of two corresponded to July 1977, and so on. The first time
a field was found under Loss Date of Occurrence, three things happened.
First, the ATTRIT 0,1 variable ( 1 = attrite ) indicating attrition was
set to indicate attrition. Secondly, the Loss of Date of Occurence was
read and translated into the corresponding month from one to 43 (i.e.,
June 1977 to December 1980). This value was placed into the variable
LMON indicating loss month. Third, the Unit Identification Code (UIC)
that the man was onboard when the loss occurred was written into the
variable UIC. In every case, whether an attrition occurred or not, the
number of months of service tracked was calcualted and placed in the
variable NMON. For ATTRIT values equal to one, NMON would indicate the
number of months the individual had spent in the Navy prior to attriting.
For ATTRIT values equal to 0, NMON would indicate the number of months
the individual had been in the Navy as of the most recent STF update. As
in the other merge file, this program forced the investigator to make
some assumptions and uncomfortable decisions in order to get a useable
file created.
The STF does not have a field exclusively dedicated to attrition
in the traditional sense (i.e., attrition meaning prematurely leaving the
Navy). One of the purposes of this research was to identify the ship
that the man first attrited from or that might have influenced an indi-
vidual's decision to become an unauthorized absentee (UA), etc. Some of
the STF records had several different loss dates along with several last
onboard UIC s and loss codes, meaning a scenario such as the following
had occurred: the individual had gone UA for several months, been caught
23

and sent back to a ship; he had gone UA again, been caught, and sent to a
shore station where he was eventually processed out of the Navy and added
to the attrition statistics. However, this man had been effectively lost
to the ship for months—even years— prior to actually being processed
out of the Navy, in addition to the fact that the shore station was
being "credited" with an attrition whose roots may have been connected
with the ship the man was serving on when this sequence of events began.
For these reasons, and to avoid counting the man as an attrition every
time he had a Loss Date, or in being unable to determine where the man
was at attrition initiation, only the first Loss Date of Occurrence was
used and the UIC he was onboard at that time was credited with the
attrition. This is, of course, a large assumption that probably introduces
errors into the file, but the decision was made to proceed in this
manner. Because of the shortcomings of the STF in handling this type of
situation, this was deemed the best route. However, there is certainly
room for other approaches to this problem. Another shortcoming of the
STF that could not be circumvented at all was the inability to track
accurately an individual from UIC to UIC. There is a field in the STF
called "Onboard Transfer Date," but it was sparsely completed, usually
only being filled in when the man attrited. Even then, the date was the
same as the Loss Date of Occurence and only filled in for the UIC from
which the man was attriting. The STF probably suffers, as do most
historical tracking files, from large time intervals and low priority
in getting the information to the file. Hence, the best way to accurately
track a man from station to station would be to use some file such as the
Enlisted Master Record (EMR), which is updated more often than once
24

a quarter, and which would be able to give more timely and accurate
information as to where an individual was at a given time than the STF
can do by itself. Tne STF is fairly accurate in reporting that the man
did go to a school and the UICs on which he served prior to attriting from
a certain UIC on a given date, but as to when the man arrived and departed
from the various intermediate UICs, the STF is of no help. This STF
shortcoming resulted in a deficiency in the analysis of attrition over
time. Whereas it was possible to determine for each ship when, in the 43
month period, an attrition occurred, it was not possible to determine how
many of his cohort peers had been stationed on this ship during this
particular month. Hence, a monthly attrition percentage could not be
calculated. It was known how many of the overall cohort had served on
the ship some time in the three and one half years covered by the
STF, but not when during this period they had served on it; hence, an
overall attrition percentage was possible (see Section B, 1.) but not one
broken down month by month. As mentioned earlier, a more time-oriented
file, such as the EMR, will have to be used in conjunction with the STF
to address these questions.
After CARLMRG7 had created the five variable files described
above from the master STF, it was desired to identify the attritions that
had occurred from ships. The FORTRAN program CARLUIC did this and also
added all the Ship Data Bank File (see Appendix B) information to the
attrition information creted by CARLMRG7. This final file created by
CARLMRG7 and CARLUIC (see Appendix G and Appendix H) was called MSS.
S2987, STF C0HRT6. A listing of the variables on the final file and
their locations can be found in Appendix I.
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C. FLEET STEAMING HOURS FILE MODIFICATION
Appendix C contains a description of the fields contained in the
Fleet Steaming Hours Report. All of these data were not needed, however,
so two FORTRAN programs were written to create a file that would allow
the underway operating hours per month per ship to be compared to attrition
figures per month obtained from the file created in Chapter III, Section
B, 2. above. FORTRAN Program CARLFUEL read the ship name, period, UIC,
and hours steaming underway from the master tape FUELHR. It then wrote
these into a file. The FORTRAN program CARLFUEL1 took this file and
added the Ship Data Bank File (see Appendix B) information for the UIC's
of ships being studied (see Appendix E). This merged file was written
into a file called MSS.S2987.FUEL4. Appendix L contains a description of
the variables contained in this file and their location on the file.
Appendix J contains a listing of FORTRAN program CARLFUEL, and Appendix




IV. OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS
A. OVERALL VIEW COHORT ATTRITION
Before looking at attrition as related to ships and classes of ships,
the overall cohort's attrition characteristics were examined. The
cohort's survival function for the 3.5 years in question was calculated
and displayed. Then the cohort's attrition history month by month was
graphed and, finally, 12 small cohorts, based on enlistment commencement
month, were tracked for the 43 month period. It was hoped that any large
data based or cohort based anomalies could be detected at this stage.
What follows is an explanation of how these cohort characteristics were
examined and what was found. Possible explanations will be postulated
for what is seen, but the primary purpose of this thesis is to describe
and display what was found. Explanations as to why situations existed,
or attempts at predicting trends or outcomes, contain enough subject
material for many future theses.
1. Overall Cohort Survival Function
The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) was used as the primary
analysis tool for this thesis. To calculate a cohort survival function,
SAS was used to sum up the values for the variable ATTRIT over the entire
C0HRT6 file by LMON (loss month). These sums were then aggregated over
the 43 months and subtracted from the cohort's beginning total of 94,174
individuals on a monthly basis. Appendix M lists the SAS program which
generated the Survival Function graph from the numbers calculated as










































































































































































Figure 2 shows the same function with an expanded, but truncated,
vertical scale. Both figures show a fairly smooth attrition curve over
time. Figure 2 indicates that for this cohort attrition is fairly linear
over time with a steeper attrition slope at the beginning of the period
of the enlistment and again at the beginning of the fourth year.
2. Overall Cohort Attrition History
SAS program CARLCHT2, contained in Appendix N, summed up the
number of attritions by LMON (loss month) and created a bar graph to
display them (see Figure 3). Figure 3 shows again the cohort attrition
trend in Figure 2--high attrition in the early portion of the period
followed by relatively constant lower attrition figures, capped
by an increase in attrition numbers as the cohort begins its forth
year.
3. Individual Monthly Cohort Attrition History
Appendix contains SAS program CARLCHT4 which was used to create
a graph of the attrition histories of 12 small cohorts. The program
created 12 cohorts based on the month the individual began his enlistment.
These 12 different cohorts were then tracked month by month for the
remainder of the 43 month period. By sliding the time scale forward a
month for each successive cohort chart, it is possible to compare attrition
rates one month after commencement, two months after commencement, etc.,
across all twelve cohorts. Any monthly group displaying vastly different
attrition profiles will stand out. Recurring trends will also be in
evident. Appendix P contains a sample output of CARLCHT4. Several
interesting trends are evidentin that output. First of all, cohort 1
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did succeeding cohorts. This is probably data induced as the STF was just
being implemented at this time and reporting and updating procedures were
probably not fully adequate. Beginning with cohort 3, two distinct
attrition peaks manifest themselves and are evident in all of the
remaining cohorts. These peaks occur in the one to three month period
after enlistment and again at the 34 to 38 month period after enlistment.
Recruit basic training attrition would seem to explain the first Deak at
one to three months after enlistment commencement, as this coincides with
"Boot Camp" training, but the reason for the second peak is not clear.
The second peak is the cause of the steeper attrition slope evident in
the end of the survival function curve, and indicates an increase in
attrition numbers as the cohort began the last quarter of their enlistment
Why did these men attrite in greater numbers when they only had about one
year to go on their enlistment?
B. OVERALL ATTRITION PERCENTAGES
This portion of the thesis utilizes the STFUIC4 file created by
the FORTRAN program CARLMRG4 (see Appendix F and Chapter III, Section B,
1) to examine overall attrition percentages for individual ships and for
classes of different ships. This section also contains an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and a Duncan Multiple Range Test of intra-class
attrition percentage differences.
1. Attrition Percentages for Individual Ships Grouped by Class
It was desired to display attrition figures for each ship grouped
by class for the entire 43 month period so comparisons could be made
among ships of the same class. It was also desired to calculate
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the attrition percentage of each ship and its contribution to the overall
attrition percentage and display it in tabular form by ship grouped by
class. SAS programs CARLCHRT and CARLFREQ do this. CARLCHRT calculates
the number of attritions per ship and displays them graphically for each
ship grouped by class. CARLFREQ calculates the overall attrition percent-
age for each ship and it also displays for each ship the number of STF
cohort members who served on each ship, the number of members who attrited
from each ship, and the ship's contribution in numbers and percentage to
the fleet-wide attrition percentage. These individual ship tables are
grouped by class for easy comparison. CARLFREQ accomplished the above by
searching for a Loss Date of Occurrence Code in each record of the merged
file. The existence of a loss code in the merge file mean that this
individual had attrited from the Navy while serving on this particular
ship. The loss code (LCODE) was coded if no loss code was present
(i.e., the man was still in the Navy while he was on this ship) and coded
1 if a loss code was present (i.e., the man attrited from the Navy while
serving on this ship). The merge file UIC4 was then sorted by class and
then by ship within that class using the sequence code earlier added to
the Ship Class Unit Identification Code File. Now the number of men from
the STF cohort on each ship was counted (N). The number of men from the
STF cohort who attrited from each ship was counted (SUM) and the percent-
age of attrition was calculated by dividing SUM by N. Appendix Q contains
a complete listing of the SAS program CARLFREQ used to accomplish the
above.
Appendix R contains a listing of SAS Program CARLCHRT described
above and a display of overall ship attrition grouped by ship class. A
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sample of this output is contained in Appendix S. The table of ship
attrition percentages grouped by class created by the SAS program
CARLFREQ is contained in Appendix T and shows measurable differences in
attrition percentages among ships of different classes and also between
ships of the same class. More will be said in the next two sections
about the statistical significance of these class differences in attrition
percentages.
2. Attrition Percentages for Different Classes of Ships
The master STF file used in this thesis was a yery large STF
file so that sample size was not a problem as it was in LCDR Dan Gardner's
thesis [Ref. 4], or in later work done on his STF sample [Ref. 5]. The
STF used for this research had 94,174 members initially for the full
induction year beginning 1 July 1977. The newest member of the cohort
had two and one half years of service as of 30 December 1980, while the
oldest member had three and one half years of service. The original STF
had 609,000 records which resulted in 51,018 records being written on the
merge file. This 61,018 included the cohort members who had served on
more than one ship. Since one purpose of this research was to analyze
attrition by ship, it was important to know how many members of the
cohort had served on a given ship at any time versus those who had served
on a given ship and attrited while attached to that ship.
Table 2 summarizes the SAS findings by ship class. It shows
there are differences in attrition rates among the different ship classes.
Appendix U contains the following information: the number of cohort
members who served on a given class of ship and did not attrite while an




CLASS ATTRITION PERCENTAGE SUMMARY
Average
Minimum Maximum Average Number of
No. of Attrition Attrition Attrition Cohort
Ships Rate Rate Rate Assigned
Class In Class (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) Per Ship
1. SSNB 82 0.00 7.69 1.11 39.54
2. AGSS 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00
3. SSN 74 0.00 30.95 1.85 32.16
4. SS 9 0.00 12.00 4.37 20.34
5. CVN 3 6.40 11.35 9.80 922.00
6. CV 11 1.19 15.47 11.45 938.54
7. CGN 8 5.56 11.56 8.49 163.50
8. CG 20 0.60 13.51 6.58 154.30
9. DDG 37 1.39 12.39 8.15 119.75
10. DD 58 0.00 15.79 8.42 82.96
11. FFG 7 4.62 10.96 7.55 71.86
12. FF 59 0.00 17.28 7.88 83.90
13. PHM 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00
14. PG 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.50
15. LCC 2 3.42 10.20 6.69 254.00
16. LHA 3 5.88 13.54 8.37 274.67
17. LPH 7 8.08 18.06 11.02 215.29
18. LPD 14 6.35 16.80 11.19 138.50
19. LSD 13 4.76 21.05 12.65 113.69
20. LST 20 2.90 18.84 11.42 74.45
21. LKA 6 4.93 16.49 11.26 114.00
22. LPA 2 3.17 5.06 4.23 71.00
23. MSO 25 0.00 30.00 5.54 13.00
24. AD 9 6.10 15.21 12.40 289.45
25. AE 13 6.94 16.90 11.56 130.46
26. AFS 7 0.00 15.38 8.84 143.86
27. AG 1 9.09 9.09 9.09 88.00
28. AGDS 1 1.39 1.39 1.39 72.00
29. AGF 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 264.00
30. AOE 4 7.14 9.27 8.64 317.00
31. AOR 7 7.00 15.79 10.96 152.57
32. AO 7 2.96 16.53 9.12 130.00
33. AR 4 10.07 13.75 11.95 276.25
34. ARS 9 0.00 17.85 7.02 31.66
35. AS 11 0.51 15.34 6.67 331.09
36. ASR 6 2.17 10.34 6.45 36.16
37. ATF 6 0.00 21.43 6.38 15.67
38. ATS 3 0.00 2.94 0.96 34.67
39. AVM 1 12.50 12.50 12.50 96.00
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serving on a ship of that class; a class attrition rate; and the percent-
age that this class contributed to the overall attrition. Appendix V
presents a bar graph depicting attrition rates for each ship class on a
to 1 scale (percent divided by 100). Appendix T contains a ship by ship
breakdown of cohort members assigned to a particular ship, cohort members
who attrited while assigned to that ship, an attrition rate for that
ship, and a percentage of overall attrition contributed by that ship.
Recall that Appendix S contains a sample of the output of CARLCHRT which
is a bar graph which depicts attrition rate on a to 1 scale (percent
divided by 100) for each ship. As these appendices are sorted by class,
it is easy to compare attrition both in total numbers and relative
percentages from ship to ship in the same class. It is evident that some
disparities among ships of the same class do exist, but the attrition
rates are close to the class average. Table 2 also includes information
about the range of attrition within each ship class.
3. Analysis of Variance and Duncan Range Test on Class Attrition
Percentages
SAS was again employed to study the differences in attrition
percentages among the various classes of ships. Two programs, CARLDAT1
and CARLDAT2, were used to perform an analysis variance (ANOVA) and a
Duncan Multiple Range Test on the class attrition percentages. The
programs are identical , except that CALLDAT2 uses the following transform
on each class attrition percentage prior to comparing them:
PERCENT = ATTRIT/ASSIGN
TPERCENT = (SQRT( ASSIGN) )*(ARCSIN((2*PERCENT)-1))
This transform is a "variance flattening" transform and its effect is
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to enhance the differences of the class attrition means allowing a more
revealing comparison of class attrition percentages. Table 3 and Table 4
contain the output of the ANOVA for untransformed and transformed class
attrition percentages. The untransformed model was not bad, but the
transformed model shown in Table 4 of TPERCENT = TYPE (i.e., class) is
better in all measures. The F value is much higher for the transformed
model indicating that tne model as a whole accounts well for the dependent
variable's behavior. The significance probability PR > F indicates that
the F value is significant and the R-square in Table 4 indicates that
almost 75 percent of the dependent variable's variance can be accounted
for by the model . Table 5 and Table 6 show the results of the Duncan
Multiple Range Test for the untransformed and the transformed data.
Table 6 again shows how much better the transformed data shows up the
differences in the class attrition percentages. It should be noted that
the transformed class attrition percentage has some shifing of order
based on means when compared to the untransformed means. This is caused
by the large disparity in the number of ships from class to class.
Appendix W contains a listing of SAS program CARLDAT2. Appendix
X contains a table displaying by type (class), the number of ships (N),
mean, minimum, maximum, and sum for each of the variables, ATTRIT
(number of personnel who attrited), ASSIGN (number of personnel assigned),
and PERCENT(ATTRIT/ASSIGN)
. This table is especially useful as it shows
by class the range of attrition and the values, comparative magnitude,





ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CLASS ATTRITION









Error 461 0.61775564 0.00134003
Corrected Total 484 1.35030149
Model F Value = 23.77
Model PR > F = 0.0001
Model R-Square = 0.542505
Model Coefficient of Variation = 54.7883
Standard Deviation = 0.03660647




TRANSFORMED ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CLASS ATTRITION









Error 461 2142.79369876 4.64814251
Corrected Total 484 8806.37366013
Model F Value = 62.33
Model PR > F = 0.0001
Model R-Square = 0.756677
Model Coefficient of Variation = 20.6501
Standard Deviation = 2.15595513




DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES II
CLASS ATTRITION PERCENTAGES
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
ANALYSIS IF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FCR VARIABLE PERCENT
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT,












































































DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES IN
TRANSFORMED CLASS ATTRITION PERCENTAGES
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR VARIABLE TFERCENT
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.












































































C. OVER TIME COMPARISON OF ATTRITION HISTORY AND STEAMING HOURS UNDERWAY
As a precursor to further exploritory studies, a graphical cursory
comparison between attrition and hours underway was performed. Using the
STF C0HRT6 file (see Appendix I) and the FUEL4 file (see Appendix L),
attrition history was compared to underway hours for classes of ships and
for individual ships of three classes.
1. Underway Hours and Attrition Comparisons Among Classes of Ships
SAS program CARLCLS1, listed in Appendix Y, displays class
attrition history by loss month. Appendix BB is an overall class attrition
summary table by loss month. Program CARLFHR2 displays class steaming
hours underway by loss month. The program is listed in Appendix Z.
Sample outputs of these programs, contained in Appendix AA and Appendix
BB, are displayed in the same class order and cover the same period of
time, i.e., 43 months from June 1977 to December 1980. Some interesting
things can be seen by comparing these two graphs. For instance, SSN's
(nuclear submarines) show an extremely high operating schedule but have
almost no attrition. This is said to be characteristic of nuclear
powered submarines which, popular wisdom says, transfer most marginal
people before they become attrition statistics. This portion of the Navy
also allegedly has enjoyed the cream of the recruiting crop each year.
CV s (aircraft carriers) show a \iery flat constant operating curve of
about 262 hours underway per month per CV, yet the attrition history
curve shows large peaks at 15 and 38, 39 months. LHA's (amphibious
assault ships) have one of the smaller averages of underway hours, 150
hours per month per LHA and also one of the smaller attrition percentages
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for large ships—only 8.37 percent compared to 11.45 for CV's and 12.65
for LSD's (dock landing ships) (see Table 2 and Appendix D)
.
On the other side of the scale is the AD (destroyer tender) which
is only underway an average of 64 hours a month, yet it has one of the
highest attrition percentages of 12.4 percent. Clearly, no obvious
pattern exists, but when more variables are controlled for and the
employment of these ships during their underway periods is added, maybe
more relationships will be evident. Appendix DD contains a summary of
underway hours by class of ship, the mean, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum, range, sum, and variance. This is a useful table, especially when
compared with Table 2, which summarizes class attrition percentages.
2. Underway Hours and Attrition Comparisons Between Ships of
Three Different Classes
SAS Program CAUWCLAS was used to generate from file FUEL4 a
ship-by-ship underway steaming hours history for three classes of ships:
CV (aircraft carriers), FF (fast frigate), and LST (tank landing ship).
This program, which is listed in Appendix EE, also creates a table which
displays mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, range, sum, and
variance of underway hours for each ship of each class. These underway
data are compared with attrition history generated for each ship of each
class by the SAS programs CAHISTCV, CAHISTFF, and CARHISLST, all of which
are contained in Appendix FF. A comparison of these two data sets for
ships of the same class is a rought cut at attempting to control for a
few more variables by looking at ships with similar crew size, engineering
plant, age, weapons suite, mission, habitabi lity, number of cohort members
assigned, and maybe even similar cohort distribution functions over time
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(i.e., roughly ten members assigned to each ship of this class after six
months of service, 20 members/month/ship through the 14th month of
service, etc.). Comparisons using these data yield some interesting
observations. For example, for CV's, attrition comes in cycles--a period
of high attrition followed by a lull of lower attrition. The underway
history is similar, with long periods of underway time followed by
periods of inport time. These lulls did not exactly coincide, but on
several, such as the Ranger (CV 61), the two phases were close, with
attrition falling off as the ship neared a long inport period and rising
toward the end of the inport period, as the ship neared a period of a
great number of hours of underway steaming. A comparison of Appendix U
(attrition percentage summary by ship) and Appendix GG (underway hours by
ship) yielded a rough relationship between underway ranking and attrition
percentage ranking. The three CV's with the highest average underway
hours per month had the 3 lowest attrition percentages, and of the four
CV's with the lowest average underway hours per month, three of them had
the highest three attrition percentages. The fourth was in the middle of
the ranking. Table 7 shows this relationship more clearly. These types
of relationships, while not necessarily true for all cases, definitely
deserve further explanation and should be included in any kind of
regression based prediction model. Appendix HH contains a sample of the
attrition history for each ship of each class and Appendix GG contains a
sample output of the underway hours history for each ship of each class.
A sample of the table listing for each ship of each class for the mean,




ATTRITION VS UNDERWAY HOURS RELATIONSHIP FOR AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
Mean Underway
Ship Attrition Hours for Attrition Underway
Percentage Month Rank Hours Rank
Midway CV 41 1.19 382.8 1 10
Constellation CV 64 8.99 363.9 2 9
Kitty Hawk CV 63 10.87
Saratoga CV 60 10.90
America CV 66 12.16
Forrestal CV 59 12.26
Coral Sea CV 43 12.61
J. F. Kennedy CV 67 13.20
Independence CV 62 19.51











Appendix II. The data in Appendix II are most useful when compared to





This thesis set out with the purpose of using several data bases,
primarily the Survival Tracking File (STF), to explore ship connected
attrition. As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, the U.S.
Navy can ill-afford to lose one third of the people it enlists into the
Navy, especially in today's Navy with its high dependence on trained
personnel. Since the Navy is ships at sea, this study concentrated on
some of the many factors that affect shipboard attrition. Unfortunately,
getting the available data into files that were useful in looking at
ship-by-ship attrition took more time than was anticipated. Also,
several data based deficiencies were discovered that made the approach in
this thesis rather convoluted. This thesis has served the purpose of
creating data file building blocks and illuminating areas of useful
pursuit so that more exhaustive research can be made into explaining and
predicting some of the attrition differences discovered during the course
of this thesis. It is hoped that readers of this thesis will become
aware of some of the many promising avenues of further study that were
only touched on during this study, and, by avoiding some of the pitfalls
described, find ways to make the data files and observations developed in




This section will attempt to point out some of the solutions to
problems encountered during this study, and to indicate some of the many
possible avenues open for continuing this type of research.
In updating master data tapes like the STF, Fleet Steaming Hours
Report, and the Quarterly Force Employment Schedule (discussed below),
the key is to start early. The Fleet Material Support Office was very
responsive with tapes arriving in Monterey only a couple of days after
requested. The other sources of data took longer to obtain, but OP-13
personnel were very helpful in obtaining and working with the STF. When
requesting file updates, be sure to specify what field you want to be
used as the key field in delineating the specific time period of interest.
This study requested the cohort that entered the Navy from July 1977 to
June 1980; however, the STF was created using the Active Duty Service
Date (ADSD) which resulted in people with prior service or interrupted
service, etc., being included in the data base and having to be separated
out later. For this type of study, using the CADD (Current Active Duty
Date) along with the ADSD would have avoided some of these problems and
would have been a better way to go. It is important to realize that
as-of dates only mean that the file was updated on this date and not that
all changes that occurred before this date are included on the file. Old
files are constantly revised as new data comes in on past events. Only
date-of-occurrence dates indicate when an event actually took place.
Consult with Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) computer center personnel
before ordering tapes to ensure data tape characteristics are compatible
with the NPS computer. Check to ensure the entire tape reads into mass
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storage correctly and ensure block size is correctly designated for the
logical record length specified in mass storage file Job Control Language
(JCL) cards. As mentioned earlier, the STF must be married to a more
real-time oriented data base such as the Enlisted Master Record (EMR) for
more meaningful attrition studies. The STF as it exists is fine for
discrete period studies, but more information as to where a particular
cohort member was at a given time is needed to study attrition in a
continuous time manner.
C. AREAS OF FURTHER RESEARCH
This thesis suggests many different avenues for further research.
One of the most promising ways of exploiting the data files created is to
use the tool of multiple regression to develop predicting equations for
attrition from ships or classes of ships. Some of the variables that are
available and might be included in a regression model are the ship's
class-wide attrition percentages, the ship's underway hours, its engineer-
ing plant type, its crew size, and its homeport. Use of the Quarterly
Force Employment Schedule file described in Appendix JJ would allow the
addition of information pertaining to what exactly was the ship doing
while underway or in port (i.e., was it deployed to the Western Pacific
or undergoing a major overhaul in Long Beach, California?) Other factors
that might influence attrition could be explored: for instance comparing
attrition to a plot of the tenure of the ship's commanding officers over
time could perhaps prove interesting.
Perhaps development of a "Ship Performance Index" based on inspection
scores, battle efficiency awards, retention figures, etc., could be
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compared to ship attrition figures to see what affect being on a "top"
ship has on attrition. Of course, this would be highly sensitive to the
makeup of the index used, but maybe it could be shown that achieving
measures of "success" are detrimental to attrition and retention. Then
the trade-offs between men and mission could be explored. In short, the
study of ship-connected attrition involves a large number of variables,
each of which merits investigation to determine its impact on attrition
to see if there really is a difference in attrition from ship to ship or
among classes of ships. The important factors affecting attrition probably
involve some combination of pre-service characteristics—like education
and family background—taken together with post-enlistment f actors— 1 ike
class of ship assigned to, operational rate, homeport, commanding officer
leadership, underway history, ship performance, and morale. Some of
these factors are difficult to quantify, but most can be examined and
their significance explored. Only when this is done will the Navy
understand its attrition problem and be able to attack it effectively.
Reducing the current high attrition figure is a relatively low-cost
solution to at least part of the Navy's manpower problems. It is an area
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SURVIVAL TRACKING FILE (LONGITUDINAL) VARIABLES
Social Security Number

























PNEC (Primary Navy Enlisted Classification)
SNEC (Secondary Navy Enlisted Classification)
ADSD (Active Duty Start Date)
PEBD (Pay Entry Base Date)
CED (Current Enlistment Date)
CADD (Current Active Duty Date)
EAOS (Expiration of Active Obligated Service)
Soft EAOS
EAOS Change Indicator
Onboard Actual UIC (Unit Identification Code)










RQC (Recruit Quality Control Code)
Loss Date of Occurrence
Loss Code Navy




SHIP DATA BANK FILE DESCRIPTION
Count (Sequential Number for SAS Sort Use)






























Diesel Fuel Used (Gals.) Underway
Diesel Fuel Used (Gals.) Not Underway
JP 5 Fuel Used (Gals.) Underway
JP 5 Fuel Used (Gals.) Not Underway
Others -- Fuel Used (Gals.) Underway






















































































Missi le Test Ship
Auxiliary Deep Submergence Support Ship
Command Ship
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FORTRAN PROGRAM CARLMRG7: SCANS STF IDENTIFYING ATTRITIONS,
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FORTRAN PROGRAM CARLUIC: SORTS AND LABELS FILE
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FILE MSS.S2987.STF C0HRT6 DESCRIPTION
Vari able Position Field Width
COHORT (Month Began Current Enlistment)
ATTRIT (Attrition Indicator, Means Attrited)
LMON (Month Attrited)
NMON (Number of Months Tracked)
UIC (Unit Identification Code)
Count (Sequential Count Used to KeeD Ships
Ordered by Hull Number and Class)
UIC (Unit Identification Code)
Ship Type and Hull Number
Ship Name
Homeport


































FILE MSS.S2987.STF FUEL4 DESCRIPTION
Vari able Position Field Width
Ship Type 2 4
Ship Hull Number 6 4
Period Year 11 2
Period Month 13 2
UIC (Unit Identification Code) 16 5
Hours Steaming Underway 22 3
Count (Sequential Count Used to Keep Ships 26 3
Ordered by Hull Number and Class)
UIC (Unit Identification Code) 30 5
Ship Type and Hull Number 36 9
Ship Name 46 17
Homeport 62 6
TAC (Type Activity Code) 69 1
Ship Type 71 1
Ship Class 73 2
Ship Sub-Class 76 2
*
Size (Personnel) 79 1
Age (Commissioning) 81 1
Engineering Plant 83 1
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FORTRAN PROGRAM CARLFUEL1: SORTS AND LABELS FILE FUEL4
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF CARLCHT4: MONTHLY COHORTS DISPLAYED OVER TIME
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SAS PROGRAM CARLCHRT: GRAPH OF INDIVIDUAL SHIP
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TABLE OF UICSHIP BY LCODE
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TABLE OF UICSHIP BY LCODE
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TABLE OF UICSHIP BY LCODE
LCCCE
I TOTAL

















191 05054 SSN 28 J 280.05 0.00 0.05
100.00 0.00
0.05 | 0.00














































































































































































































STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S SYSTEM
UICSHIP





COL PCT 1 1 1 TOTAL




211 05134- SSN 29 29
0.05 0.00 1 0.05
100.00 0.00
0.05 0.00 J









































































































































































































































































































































































































































256 05563 SS 14 o
J
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260 05596 SS 25 1 26
0.04 0.00 0.04
96. 15 3. 85
0.04 0.02
h
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TABLE OF UICSHIP BY LCODE
LCCDE
I TOTAL












323 04683 DOG 99 | 5 104




324 04684 DOG 109 10 119
0. 18 0.02 0.20
91.60 8.40
0.20
- — — —» *-, -_ —. — «-
0.19
325 04635 DOG 103
" •^•*"* —^ ^»—^ +*
14 117






















































335 52235 DDG 7 119
0.18 0.01 1 0.20
94.12 5.88
0.20 0.13













338 52684 DDG 125
0. 19 0.01 0.20
93.60 6.40
0.21 0.15





















































































































































COL PCT I 1 1 TOTAL





































































































STATISTICAL ANALYST S SYSTEM





COL PCT 1 1 I TOTAL























































































































































































386 52129 DD 1 58 3
j 0. 10 0.00




































































































































































































































































































TABLE OF UICSHIP BY LCODE
LCCDE
TOTAL




















413 54050 FF 1 86 7 93
0. 14 0.01 -0.15
92.47 7.53






414 54051 FF 1 87
0. 12 0.02 0.14
87.36 12.64
0.14 0.21

















419 54056 FF 1 72 8 80




TOTAL 55705 5313 61018
91.29 8.71 ICO. 00
125
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445 20058 FF 1 90 1 91
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STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S SYSTEM





COL PCT 1 TOTAL
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STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S SYSTEM





COL PCT I 1 TAL
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91.29 8.71 ICO. 00
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SHIP CLASS ATTRITION SUMMARY TABLE





COL PCT 1 1 TOTAL






























7 1197 111 1303




















































































































































































































































































































































SHIP CLASS ATTRITION PERCENTAGE BAR GRAPH
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SAS PROGRAM CARLDAT2: ANOVA AND DUNCAN TESTS
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CLASS ATTRITION SUMMARY TABLE
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54 . 2 7 C 2 7 C
47 C.COCCCCC
26 C.OOCCCCC





















SHIP CLASS ATTRITION PERCENTAGE SUNDRY
IIC SHIP ATTRIT A S S 1 C \ PERCEM
163 3016 1 SSBN 645 J K PCLK CCLC ' 12 C.CCCCCC
169 3016C SSBN 645 J K PCLK 31LE 38 o.occroo
wo 30163 SSBN 654 G MARSHALL GllJ c 37 . C C
171 3 016 2 SSBN 654 G MARSH/LL ELLE 47 JttiviuliU^
172 2 0U5 SSBN 655 H L STIf< SCN CCl 1 34 G . 2 9 4 1 2
173 30164 SSBN 655 H L ST I
M
SCN ELL 30 O.CCCOCC
114 3 G 1 6 7 SSBN 656 G W CARVER GCLC 1 32 . J202C2
115 20166 SSBN 656 G W CARVER 8116 46 O.OOOCCC
176 30169 SSBN 657 F S KEY GCLC 21 c.ccoccc
117 2C166 SSBN 657 F S KEY BLUE 1 34 0.029412
178 30171 SSBN 653 * VALLEJC GCLC 34 . C r C C C C
179 30170 SSBN 653 M VALLEJC BILE 1 39 0.025641
18C 20112 SSBN 659 « RCGERS CCLC 1 30 0.023322
131 30172 SSBN 659 W RCGERS BLlfc c 42 C.CCCCCC
182 05591 SSN 571 NAL TILLS 27 o. ococco
133 05 5 C c SSN 575 SEAWCLF 34 o.occccc
184 055 97 SSN 578 SKATE 1 22 0.03125C
185 05 5 < £ S 5N 579 S*OPCFISH 1 46 0.02 1729
136 056C8 SSN 533 SARGC 1 31 0. 03225 fi
167 056C I SSN 534 SEACRAGCN 2 37 0.054C54
163 056C6 SSN 535 SKI PJACK 31 0.000000
139 05051 SSN 538 SCAMP 24 C.OCCCCG
190 05053 SSN 590 SCULPIN 26 0. ooooco
191 0505 4 SSN 591 SHARK IS o.cccoco
192 05055 SSN 592 SNOCK c 29 C.CCCCCC
193 Q5C57 SSN 594 PERMIT 14 42 0.223222
1S4 05058 SSN 595 PLUNGER 1 40 0.025C0G
IS5 05059 SSN 596 BARE c 19 O.OCCCCC
\ c.b 05060 SSN 597 TULLI3EE 13 O.OOOOCQ
197 05111 SSN 603 PCLLACK 1 24 0.041667
198 05112 SSN 604 HADCC 1 34 . 2 S 4 1 2
199 5 112 SSN 605 JACK c 34 O.CCOCCC
200 05 114 SSN 606 T INCSA 39 O.OCCCCQ
201 5115 SSN 607 DACE 30 O.OCCCCC
202 0512C SSN 612 GUARDFI SH c 43 O.OCCCCQ
203 05121 SSN 613 FLASHES 1 33 0.O202C2
2 04 05122 SSN 614 GRE ENLI fsG 30 O.CCCOCO
205 05 126 SSN 615 GATC 1 36 0.027778
206 05127 SSN 621 HACCCCK 1 33 . 2 2 C 2
2C7 5 12 SSN 637 STUKGECN 3 26 0.107142
208 05121 SSN 638 WHALE 36 C.CCCCCC
2C9 05122 SSN 639 TAU TCG 38 O.COOOCO
210 ( ) 5 1 3 2 SSN 646 GRAYLING 26 O.OCCCCC
211 05124 SSN 647 POGY 29 O.OOOCCC
212 05125 SSN 648 *SPRC • 1 30 0.022222
2 13 05136 SSN 649 SUN FISH c 33 o.crcccc
2 14 512 7 SSN 650 PARGC 43 o.cccoco
215 5 12 8 SSN 651 QUE ENFI SH 35 o.cccccc
216 05139 SSN 652 PUFFER 1 22 0,031250
217 C514C SSN 653 }AY 1 35 0.02 8 57 1
213 0514 1 SSN 660 SANC LANCE 2 27 0.Q74C74
219 05142 SSN 661 LAPCN 1 3 7 0.0 202C2
220 051*2 SSN 662 GURNARD 31 O.OCCCCC
221 05144 SSN 663 HA.MNERH6AC c 21 O.OCCCCC
222 05145 SSN 664 SEA CEVIL 29 O.OCCCCC
223 05147 SSN 665 GUI TAPRC 38 O.OCCCCC
2 24 514 8 SSN 666 HAWKBILL 28 C.CCCCCC
225 Q5149 SSN 667 .iERGALL 36 .000000
226 05150 SSN 663 SPACEFISF 34 C.CCCCCC
227 05151 SSN 669 SFAFCRSE c 29 . ooooco
228 05152 SSN 670 FINBACK 32 .OOCCCO
2 29 05146 SSN 671 NARWHAL c 34 O.CCCCCC
23) 05153 SSN 672 PINTACC 29 . G C C
22 1 05 154 SSN 673 FLYING FISH 39 . C C C
232 05155 SSN 674 TREPANG 36 O.OCCCCC
233 05723 SSN 675 BLUEFISH 3 O.OCOCCC
234 05724 SSN 676 BILLFISh c 24 o.cccccc
235 05725 SSN 677 DRUN 28 O.OOOCCC
155
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20782
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3 6 6 3
3 8 8 4
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SHIP CLASS ATTRITICN PERCENTAGE SUGARY
UC3HIP ^TTRIT ASSICN PERCENT
383 52121 CC 821 JCHNSTCN 7 71 0.098592
284 52122 CD 822 ROBERT H NCC^C 5 63 0. 079265
335 52126 CC 826 AGERHCl_y 7 73 0.095890
386 52129 CC 829 MYLES C FCX 3 61 0.049160
387 52 135 CD 835 CHARLES F CECIL 5 53 0.094240
388 52142 CC 842 FISKE 6 80 . C 7 5 f C C
269 52162 CD 662 V0GELGES4NG 9 66 0.126364
290 521*3 DD 863 STE INAKER 9 63 0.142857
391 52164 CC 864 HARCLC J ELLISC 6 63 0.066225
392 52166 CC 866 CONE 6 77 0. 077922
393 52171 CC 871 DAMATC 9 64 0.14C625
394 52173 CC 873 HAW KINS 7 55 0.127272
395 52176 CC 876 ROGERS 6 39 0.152646
396 52180 CC 880 OYESS 7 64 0. 1C9375
2S7 52162 CC 883 NEWMAN K FEPFV 11 75 0. 1466*7
398 52 165 CC 885 JOHN R CRAIG 69 O.OOCOQO
399 52186 CC 886 ORL ECK 6 73 0.C82192
4C0 52 1 9C CC 890 MEP EDITh 3 47 0.063830
401 52125 CD 825 CARPENTEP 1 59 0.016949
4 02 52127 CC 827 ROBERT A CWENS 7 62 0. 1129C 2
no 54C47 FF 1052 KNO> 1 73 0.013699
4ii 5 40 48 FF 1053 ROAPK 15 10 9 0. 137615
412 5404S FF 1054 GRAY 3 84 0.035714
413 540 5C FF 1055 HEP8URN 7 93 0.0 7526
S
414 54051 FF 1^56 CUNNCLE 11 87 0.126427
415 54052 FF 1057 RATHBURNE 9 127 0.0 70 666
416 5 4052 FF 1058 MEYERKCRC 3 84 0.035714
417 54054 FF 1059 W S SINS 9 94 0.095745
418 54055 FF 1060 LANG 13 84 0.154762
4 19 5 4056 FF 1061 PAT TERSCN 8 80 0. 1CCCCC
<20 54057 FF 1062 WHI FPLE 4 67 . 5 S 7 C 1
421 54058 FF 1063 REASONER 4 31 0.049383
422 54059 FF 1064 LCCKWCCC 84 c.occccc
<23 54C6C FF 1065 STE IN 14 31 0. L72840
424 54361 FF 1066 MARVIN SFIELCS 7 89 0.076652
425 5 4 6 2 FF 1067 FRANCIS F4MNCNC 52 . C C C
426 54062 FF 1068 VREELANC 6 76 0.076947
427 5 4064 FF 1069 8AGLEY 1 98 0.0102C4
428 54C65 FF 1070 DGWNES 6 66 0.069767
429 54C66 FF 1071 8ADGER 7 106 0.066C38
4 30 54067 FF 1072 BLAKELY 14 83 O.lc.8675
421 54066 FF 10 73 ROBERT E PE4FY 3 93 .086022
432 54069 FF 1074 HARCLD E FCLT 4 95 0.042105
433 5407C FF 1075 TRI FPE 7 77 0.0 9C9CS
434 5407 1 FF 1076 FANNING 5 101 0.0495C5
435 54C72 FF 1077 OUELLET 9 105 0.C35714
436 2CC4S FF 1078 JOSEPH FE^ES 9 88 0.10227 3
437 20C50 FF 1079 80WEN 7 80 O.0375CO
438 20051 FF 1080 PAUL 5 70. 0.07142S
439 200 5 2 FF 1031 AYLMN 10 76 0.13 1579
440 200 5 3 FF 1082 ELMER MCNTGC^ER 4 92 0.04 34 7 6
<»41 200 5 4 FF 1033 COOK 6 84 0.071429
442 20055 FF 1034 MCC ANCLE SS 10 a<=> 0.112260
443 20056 FF 1085 DONALC B BEAFY 5 72 0.069444
444 2 CO 5 7 FF 10 86 3REWTCN 4 94 0.0425 5 2
445 20C5 6 FF 1087 KIRK 1 91 . 1 C 9 8 9
446 20066 FF 1083 BARBEY 4 33 0.046192
447 2CC6 7 FF 1039 JESSE L eBCfcl* 5 86 .0 58 14C
448 20068 FF 1090 AINSWCRTF 4 64 0.0625CC
449 20C69 FF 1091 MILLER 13 92 0.1412C4
450 200 70 FF 1092 THONAS C HART 2 76 0.0 26 2 16
451 200 7 1 FF 1093 CAPCOANNC 4 90 0.04 4 44 4
452 2CC12 FF 1094 PHAPRIS 10 30 0.125CCG
453 200 7 2 FF 1095 TRUETT 12 78 0.153 846
454 2 0074 FF 1096 VALCEZ 6 4 0.076125
4 c c 2 0G", 5 FF 1097 MCI NESTER 8 3 0.100C00
456 177CO FF 1098 GLOVER 3 8 2 0.097561
457 5 4 3 7 FF 10 40 GARCIA 9 90 0. 1 c c c
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SHIP CLASS ATTRITION PERCENTAGE SUMMARY
Lie:SHIP ATTRIT ASSICN PERCENT
458 5 4 2 8 FF 1041 5RACLEY 12 9 3 0. 129C22
459 54029 FF 1043 EDWARD NCCCM^EL 6 98 .0612 24
460 54040 FF 1044 BRUMBY 2 73 0.027397
461 54041 FF 1045 DAV ICSCN 6 97 0.061656
462 54042 FF 1047 VOGE 4 67 . 5 9 7 C
1
463 54042 FF 1048 SAMPLE 6 101 0.0594C6
464 54C44 FF 1049 KGELSCH 6 69 0.066957
465 54045 FF 10 50 ALBERT CAVIC 3 69 0.115942
466 54046 FF 1051 0CALL4HAN 7 70 . 1 C C C C C
467 5 4025 FF 1037 BRGNSTEIN 4 47 .0851C6
463 54036 FF 1038 MCCLCY 9 76 0. 116421
474 20550 LHA 1 TARAWA 21 258 0.081295
475 206 2 2 LHA 2 SAI PAN 26 192 0.135417
476 20633 LHA 3 8ELLEAU WCCC 22 374 0.058624
477 0735C LFH 2 I WO JINA 27 240 0.1125C0
478 (5 72 5 1 LPH 3 OKI NAWA 25 220 0.113636
4 79 07352 LFH 7 GUADALCANAL 17 190 0.089474
480 C7178 LPH 9 GUAM 2 206 0.09 7CE7
431 719 8 LPH 10 TRI POLI 39 216 0.180556
432 07202 LFH 11 NEW ORLEANS lb 19a 0.08C6C6
483 20 C 9 LPH 12 INCHON 22 237 0.092627
484 07170 LPC 1 RAL EIGH 21 125 C.168CCC
485 07171 LFO 2 VANCCCVEF 13 154 0. 116662
486 07175 LPO 4 AUSTIN 16 133 0.1203C1
487 717 6 LFC 5 OGDEN 17 124 0.137C97
468 G 7 11 7 LPO 6 DULLTH 13 130 0.1C0CCQ
489 7181 LPO 7 CLEVELAND 9 126 0.071429
4 90 07182 LFD 8 OUBLCUE 17 179 0.094972
491 07182 LPD 9 DENVER 13 137 0.131367
492 07184 LPD 10 JUNEAU 8 112 0.C71429
493 07194 LPO 11 CORCNACC 16 137 0.116786
494 07195 LPD 12 SHREVEPCRT 15 132 0.113636
495 07196 LPD 13 NASHVILLE 11 173 0.063584
496 C72CC LPD 14 TRENTCN 21 143 0.141892
497 07201 LPD 15 PONCE 17 129 0.131783
498 02128 LSD 23 THCMASTCN 13 116 0.155172
499 02 129 LSD 29 PLYNCLTH RCCK 14 121 0.115702
500 03 120 LSD 30 FURT SNELLING 20 115 0. 173912
501 0312 1 LSD 31 PCI NT DEF IANCE 14 35 . 1 6 4 7 C 6
502 02 12 2 LSD 22 SPIEGEL GFCVE 3 101 0.0792C8
503 03133 LSD 33 ALAMO 13 97 0. 13402 1
504 02 12 4 LSD 34 HERMITAGE 23 133 0.210526
505 3 13 5 LSD 35 MONT ICE LLC 19 122 0.155733
5C6 G72C2 LSD 36 ANCHCRAG E 12 114 0. 13 52 62
507 200 12 LSD 37 PORTLAND 15 136 0.UC294
503 20012 LSD 33 PENSACCLA 7 114 . C 6 1 4 C 4
509 20014 LSD 39 MOUNT VEFNCN 14 119 0.117647
5 10 200 15 LSD 40 FOR T Fl SHER 5 105 0.047619
511 200 19 LST 1180 -IAN ITCWCC 5 66 0.075758
512 2U02C LST 1131 SCMTER 11 92 0.119565
513 20021 LST 1182 FRE SNC 2 69 0.02 89 66
514 20022 LST 1183 PEOPIA c 69 0.072464
515 20022 LST 1134 FREDERICK 13 79 0.164557
516 20024 LST 1185 SCHENECTACY 9 65 0. 133462
517 20025 LST 1186 CAYLGA 12 74 0. 162 162
5 18 20026 LST 1167 TUSCALCCSA 9 77 . 1 1 6 6 S 3
519 20027 LST 1188 SAG INAW 11 80 0.1375CC
5 23 20028 LST 1189 SAN BERNAPDIK 8 67 0.1194C2
521 20029 LST 1190 BOULDER 3 65 . 1 2 3 C 7 7
5 22 2 002C LST 1191 RAC INE 7 78 0.089744
523 2G0 2 1 LST 1192 SPARTANELFG 7 84 0.083332
5 24 200 2 2 LST 1193 FAIRFAX CCLN1V 12 36 0. 139525
20C2 2 LST 1194 LA MOLRE CCLNTY 6 70 0.065714
5 26 20221 LST 1195 BARBOLR CCLM> 12 30 . 1 5 G C C C
527 20222 LST 1196 HARLAN CCLNTY 7 72 0.097222
528 20?22 LST 1197 BARNSTAELE C1Y 7 65 0.10 7 69 2
529 20224 LST 1198 6RI STCL CCUN1 V 6 62 0.0 73171
5 30 58179 LST 1179 NEWPORT 13 69 0.1864G6
159















































































































































LKA 116 ST LOLIS
LKA 117 EL PASC
AC 14 DIXIE





AC 36 BRYCE CAMCN
AC 37 SAMLEL GCNPERS
AC 38 PUGET SCLND
AE 21 SURI3ACHI
AE 22 MAUNA KEA





AE 23 SANTA BAPcAFA
AE 29 MOUNT HCCD
AE 32 FLINT
AE 33 SHASTA
AE 34 MOUNT BAKER
AE 35 KISKA
AFS 1 ^AR S
AFS 2 SYLVANIA
AFS 3 NIAGARA FALLS
AFS 4 rfHI TE PLAINS
AFS 5 CCNCCPC
AFS 6 SAN DIEGC














AC 99 CAN ISTEC
AC 145 HASSAYANFA







ARS 8 PRE SERVER
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SAS PROGRAM CARLFHR2: CLASS STEAMING HOURS
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF CARLCLS1
APPENDIX AA
CLASS ATTRITION HISTORY BY LOSS MONTH
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T A T I S T I C A L ANALYSIS S V S





















































































































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 5 f S



























































































T A T I S T I C A L ANALYSIS V S
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SAS PROGRAM CAUWCLAS: INDIVIDUAL SHIP STEAMING HOURS UNDERWAY
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SAS PROGRAM CAHISTCV, CAHISTFF AND CAHISTLST: INDIVIDUAL SHIP
ATTRITION HISTORY FOR THREE CLASSES CV (AIRCRAFT CARRIERS),
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF CAUWCLAS: INDIVIDUAL SHIP STEAMING HOURS
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF CAHISTCV, CAHISTFF, AND CAHISLST:
INDIVIDUAL SHIP ATTRITION HISTORY FOR THREE CLASSES








































































































































































































































































































































































































BAR CHART OF SUMS















































































































































































































































































SAMPLE OUTPUT OF CAUWCLAS: INDIVIDUAL SHIP STEAMING HOURS
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